What’s new???

2017

STINGER OPTIMIZED FOR LED LIGHT PACKAGES
The STINGER has been refreshed with a few nips and tucks in all the right
places. Industry first ratings of 3.6 kW (120/240 VAC | 30/15 amps),
3.6 kW (120 VAC | 30 amps) , 4.8 kW (120/240 VAC | 40/20 amps) and
6.0 kW (120/240 VAC | 50/25 amps).

IHT-HQ
IHT-HQ can be USED WITH ANY HARRISON GENERATOR AND can be
USED WITHOUT A GENERATOR. IHT-HQ provides for an Independent
system offering the most flexible IHT system. When using a Harrison
generator, it will operate independently from the IHT-HQ system.

HYDRA-DRIVE
The HYDRA-DRIVE is designed to work with Ford F-Series chassis, factory
ordered with the Ford Power Take-Off Provision (62R). It drops the
hydraulic pump below the forward drive shaft and drives a Hydraulic
Pump without the need for modifications to the transmission.

HYDRA-SKID SHORT-BED BRUSH KIT
The Short-Bed Brush Kit harnesses the power of the Harrison IHT-HQ
system to deliver an incredibly compact package for powering up your
150 gpm water pumps in stationary or in TRUE NFPA “Pump & Roll”
conditions. Simplified operation at any speed with the flick of a switch.

PORTABLE HYDRAULIC GENERATOR
The Portable Hydraulic Generator eliminates a “Secondary” gas engine
generator on-board every work truck. The Portable Hydraulic Generator
only requires 6-8 GPM, like most hydraulically driven tools; plug and play
simplicity.

10K200 IDLE REDUCTION TECHNOLOGY
The 10K200 is designed to be started automatically when the chassis
engine shuts down via the OEM provided programming. 2017 ratings
| 7,000 watts AC and 200 Amps DC | 8,000 watts AC and 150 Amps DC |
| 9,000 watts AC and 80 Amps DC | 10,000 watts AC and 0 Amps DC |

HOLMATRO SR 20 ZC & ZT
Exciting new product from Holmatro in the smaller 2-tool SR 20 Frame.
Available in CORE technology and in Twinline Technology. The perfect
companion for the previous released SR 40 frame that is available in
2-tool, 3-tool and 4-tool.

HYDRA-QUBE JR
A compact, lightweight, highly efficient hydraulic control module for the
operation of mobile hydraulic drive systems. The Hydra-Qube is easy to
install, operates with virtually zero maintenance and weighs hundreds of
pounds less than conventional reservoir type systems.

Why Change, Why Harrison, Why Now
Uncompromising Quality; you depend on your tools and equipment to help you do the job right the first time,
and enable you to keep your word. That’s not something we take lightly. We let our product speak for itself; 45
years of continued business in the most demanding environments.
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